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Description

Scenario
If speaking names are used for template records this tool shows names of
the template records this tool would be more helpful to clean up installations.

What it actually does
Shows every page containing at least one template record
and shows how many template records are on a page.

How to get there
1. select template module
2. click on root in page tree (id 0)

Related issues:
Related to TYPO3 Core - Bug #81430: Root > TS Template module: show more info... Closed 2017-06-02

History

#1 - 2016-05-06 22:15 - Riccardo De Contardi
- Category set to Backend User Interface
- Target version set to Candidate for Major Version

#2 - 2017-01-23 21:48 - Riccardo De Contardi
- Target version changed from Candidate for Major Version to 9 LTS

#3 - 2018-01-31 09:38 - Riccardo De Contardi
- Related to Bug #81430: Root > TS Template module: show more information (like disabled template) added

#4 - 2018-08-23 15:45 - Christian Kuhn
- Status changed from New to Closed

this has been done with #81430